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INTRODUCTION 

On April 28, 1988, TRANSCAL staff made a presentation to the 
staff of LACTC on preliminary baseline alignment alternatives for 
the El Segundo line from Douglas Station across the 
Rosecrans/Aviation intersection to the Hawthorne Yard. The 
alternatives analysis addressed two significant problems: how 
best to cross Rosecrans/Aviation, and how best to enter the yard. 
<See the attached meeting minutes for further detail.> 

All viable alignment options for both of these problem areas 
entail certain negative characteristics and associated 
sacrifices. Accordingly, LACTC directed TRANSCAL to study the 
feasibility of another option, namely, an alternative alignment 
that bypasses the Rosecrans/Aviation intersection and enters the 
yard from the west, via Douglas St, Redondo, and 33rd Street. 
The study was to determine the conceptual feasibility of this 
alternative alignment, taking into account cost, schedule, and 
environmental consequences. This technical memorandum reports 
the results of the study. 

The technology a■sumed is that of the baseline <LB-LA> system; 
the effects of the decision regarding third rail and ATC are not 
addressed in this report. 

ALIGNMENT 

Please refer to the conceptual alignment plans in the Exhibits 
section. The table on the following page summarizes civil 
characteristics of the alternative as compared to the baseline. 

Starting at a point on the baseline alignment to the northwest of 
Douglas Street, at approximately Station 110+00, the alternative 
alignment curves to the south on a 100-ft radius <27.8 mph) curve 
leaving the AT&SF right-of-way. The guidevay is the standard 
double-track aerial configuration; an aerial easement over the 
corner of a privately owned parking lot is required. The 
alignment enters the median of Douglas Street just south of the 
existing Douglas Street cul-de-sac. The columns must be 
configured so as not to preclude future connection of the two 
halves of Douglas Street across or under the AT&SF tracks, nor 
access to the driveways on the east side of Douglas. 

Because of constraints imposed by buildings on both sides, there 
is no room to spread the guidevay to allow for a center-platform 
station south of the cul-de-sac. The relocated Douglas Street 
Station is therefore a side-platform station. <In the baseline 
alignment, Douglas Street Station is located in the AT&SF right
of-way; both versions are shown on the plan drawing.> If parking 
is required, arrangements can be made with local businesses to 
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DOUGLAS STATION TO YARD TURNOUT CIVIL & OPERATIONAL SUMMARY 

Baseline Align•nt, 
Characteristic Nev LRT Bridge 

Curve radius Greater than 2500' 

Speed 47.S ■ph 

Spiral lttngth 100' 

Super£ (act> 1.1• 

Length of 
0 Aerial 1475' 
0 Bridge 250' 
o Ret. fill 935' 
o At grade 1100' 

Total length 3750' 

Trip tiH 0 
delta fro■ 
baseline 

B~seline Alignment, 
Two Nev Bridges 

Greater than 6200' 

55 ■ph 

100' 

l9 

1475' 
250' 
935' 

1100' 

3750' 

0 

Alternative Align 
Douglaa-33rd 

100', 3000', 
200' & 185' ~ 
1200' & 800' 

17.7 ■ini■u■ 

100' 

3.5• ■ainline 

3775' 
0' 
0' 
0' 

3775' 

0 

rent or buy space in their lots for system passengers; otherwi••• 
a parking lot can be built in the baseline location, eaat of the 
AT&SF right-of-way, and a pedestrian overpasa provided across the 
tracks to the relocated station. 

From the station, th• double-track aerial guideway continues 
south in the median of Douglas Street, crossing over Rosecrans 
Avenue. Douglas turns into Redondo <and into private property, 
owned by TRW> at Rosecrans. A 3000-ft-radius reverse curv• is 
required across Rosecrans, as Redondo is offset slightly from 
Rosecrans. The alignment continues south in the median of 
Redondo Avenue to just north of 33rd Street. There, the guideway 
turns sharply to the east <200-ft radius southbound, 185-ft 
radius northbound, skirting an SCE substation, and runs in the 
median of 33rd Street, still as a dual-track aerial structure and 
still on TRW property. A aide-platform aerial station will be 
located on 33rd near Redondo <the station location is not 
indicated on the plan drawing>. Thia station would replace 
P.AmptAn at~tiAn in th- Aa~-lin- AliQn••nt~ B•gaua• 0! the 
proximity of the station to the curves, the speed restrictions 
(18.4 mph southbound, 17.7 mph northbound> will not affect trip 
time. 
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Proceeding east £rem 33rd Street Station, the guidevay continues 
in aerial con£iguration in the median of 33rd Street to a point 
vest of Aviation Boulevard. There the route makes a transition 
to the south via reverse curves of 1200-ft and 800-£t (35 mph and 
30 mph, respectively) radius, crossing over Aviation to enter the 
Hawthorne Yard £rem the vest. It appears that the aerial 
guideway can pass under the high-voltage SCE wires at Aviation 
with the appropriate clearances, making it unnecessary to raise 
the wires; this must be con£irmed during preliminary engineering 
if it is decided to proceed with the alternative. 

The mainline tracks drop to grade along the north edge of the 
yard property; the yard lead remains aerial. The £uture 
extension to Torrance would pass through the yard, cross the SCE 
right-of-way, and curve in a southeasterly direction to continue 
at grade in the AT&SF right-of-vay, as shown on yard layout Din 
the Exhibits section. 

CAPITAL COST 

An order-of-magnitude cost estimate was prepared £or the mainline 
portion of the alternative alignment in comparison to the 
mainline portion of the baseline alignment. The alternative 
alignment is almost the same length a~ the baseline but is 
entirely aerial, whereas the baseline is partially at grade. The 
alternative there£ore includes more structure and more direct 
£ixation track than the baseline. The baseline includes one 
aerial center-platform station and one at-grade station, either 
center-platform or side-platform. <TRANSCAL has recommended the 
latter, but no formal direction has yet been given.> The 
alternative alignaent includes two aerial side-platform stations. 
Utility relocation costs are expected to be significantly lower 
£or the alternative than £or the baseline, as the · 
Rosecrans/Aviation intersection is bypassed, and railroad 
relocation requirements will not be as great. 

No coat estimates were prepared £or the yard under the two 
alternatives being considered, as TRANSCAL believes that the cost 
of the yard will not influence the choice of alignment. It 
appears, however, that the yard layout corresponding to the 
alternative alignment <Layout D> is more expensive than the 
layout for the baseline <Layout A-1>, since Layout D involve• 
aerial structure in the yard and requires more mainline track to 
be built than does Layout A-1. 

Th• mainline alternative alignment costs $1.9 million more than 
the baseline in Nay 1988 dollars. This differential excludes 
coat of services <engineering, construction management, and 
staff>, excludes escalation to the midpoint of construction, 
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excludes project reserve, and excludes right-of-way. 

It should be noted that the entire alternative alignment south of 
Rosecrans is on property owned by TRW. If . TRW is receptive to 
the alignment, particularly to the location of the 33rd Street 
Station, the right-of-way cost for the alternative may be lower 
than the baseline, which may tip the balance in favor of the 
alternative. 

ENVIRONMINTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

TRAHSCAL's environmental subconsultant, Myra L. Frank & 
Associates <KF&A> believes that the alternative alignment is 
likely to have less adverse impact on the environment than the 
baseline. In particular, adverse impact in the areas of 
aesthetics and noise at the Rosecrans/Aviation intersection will 
be totally avoided. 

MF&A recommends that LACTC prepare a negative declaration for the 
alternative _alignment. Using the negative declaration mechanism 
rather than a supplemental EIR makes it clear to the public that 
the proposed change does not seem to have any adverse effects. 
Preparation of the document will take approximately one month, 
and a 30-day public review period is required. No effect on 
overall schedule is anticipated under the conditions discussed in 
the next sec-tion. 

SCHEDULE 

To avoid negative impact to the engineering schedule, a decision 
would have to be made by June 30 to carry_ the alternative 
alignment through preliminary engineering, and a negative 
declaration would have to be prepared concurrent with preliminary 
engineering. The negative declaration comment period would then 
be over by the end of preliminary engineering (fall of 1988>. If 
a decision is then made at the end of PE to proceed with final 
design of the alternative, the engineering schedule will not be 
affected. 

Assuming that the alternative alignment construction package goes 
out for bid on the current schedule for the baseline alignment, 
construction schedule will not be affected. Although the 
alternative involves more aerial structure, the scheduling 
analysis suggests that the additional construction time will be 
compensated for by less atringent utility and railroad relocation 
requirements. 
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CCNCLUSICHS AHD RECCNNENDATICNS 

TRAHSCAL believes that the alternative alignment is feasible from 
a technical point of view. Although the capital cost is greater 
than that of the baseline, the difference may well be made up for 
in right-of-way costs. The alternative appears to result in 
fewer adverse effects to the environmenti if prepared and 
circulated promptly, a negative declaration will satisfy 
environmental requirements and will not affect schedule. As long 
as a •go-no go• decision is made by the beginning of final 
design, adoption of the alternative will not delay engineering or 
construction. 

The following courses of action a~e presented for LACTC's 
consideration: 

o Initiate discussions with the major property owner in the 
area, TRW, to see if they are receptive to the alternative 
alignment. If not, TRANSCAL reco•mends preliminary engineering 
development of the baseline alignment only. 

o If TRW is receptive, then a decision to proceed with 
preliminary engineering for either or both alignments <and, as 
appropriate, preparation of a negative declaration for the 
alternative alignment> will be required. The additional cost for 
bas• mapping, preliminary engineering, and a negative declaration 
will be approximately $36,000. A decision to proceed with the 
alternative alignment is required by the end of June to support 
the overall schedule. 



BXH%B%TS 

o Meeting minutes, April 28, 1988 alignment presentation 
o Plan drawings 0£ conceptual alignment 
o Hawthorne yard layout, Alternative D 
o Cost study, Kay 19, 1988, revised, Kay 27, 1988 
o Environmental assessment, Kay 25, 1988 
o Schedule analysis, Kay 26, 1988 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
PAGE 1 OF 3 

Transit Consultants of Southern California 
CENTURY - EL SEGUNDO RAIL TRANSIT PROJECT 

MEETING DATE: April 28, 1988 . TIME: 2:00 p.m. 

LOCATION: 11th floor conference room, TRANSCAL 

l\.TTENDEES: DISTRIBUTION 
ATTENDEES 
DOCUMENT CONTROL 
CONTRACTS 

TRANSCAL 

M. Churanakoses, LACTC 
E. Mcspedon 

C. Andersen 
N. Gor.nwell 
9'11t~-f!SZ1 

J. Adams, LACTC 
N. Jester, LACTC R. Minahan 

D . . Sievers J. Kugler, MF&A 
R. Neal, M&N 

M. Marlin, TRANSCAL 
R. Rypinski, TRANSCAL 
R. Stanger, LACTC 

J. Wiley 
R. Newland 
D. Shah T. Tanke, TRANSCAL 
J. Shook 
J. Taylor 
B. Wilson 

!"JRPOSE OF MEETING: CONTRACT/TASK CA010101, 
? resentation on El Segundo segment CB010101, CD0l0l0l 
::,reliminary alignment alternatives, Douglas Station to yard turnout 

\ including Rosecrans Bridge,) plus reprise of Douglas to Nash 

~-----.------------------------------------~ 
NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

DISCUSSION ITEMS 

R. Newland gave a general introduction, reminding those present 
how far south we had gotten at the April presentation and 
reviewing what this presentation would cover. 

D. Kravif presented the civil aspects of the three horizontal 
alignment options -- see attached handouts. 

c. Andersen presented his preferred yard access arrangement, 
involving the yard throat on USAF property. He displayed an 
alternative with the turnout north of the SCE tower, going through 
TRW property; this alternative cuts the yard storage capacity in 
half. 

D. Shah presented the structural alternatives (and related civil 
aspects -- profile and track support method) for the Rosecrans/ 
Aviation Bridge. '.:' ee the attached handouts. 

DATE: May 4, 1988 



Transit Consultants of Southern California 
CENTURY - EL SEGUNDO RAIL TRANSIT PROJECT 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
PAGE 2 OF 3 

NO. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

DISCUSSION ITEMS 

R. Newland summarized TRANSCAL's evaluations, namely, 1) that the 
side platform alternative for Compton Station, with a double 
crossover to the south, is preferred; 2) that yard access south of 
the SCE tower is preferred; 3) that construction costs for the 
baseline LRT bridge alignment (i.e., existing RR bridge retained 
intact) could be $3.5 M less than for other options which would 
include replacement of the RR bridge. Additional real estate 
costs associated with the baseline alignment could reduce that 
cost differential to $2.0 ~; and 4) that the option of two new 
new bridges across Rosecrans/Aviation is marginally preferred 
operationally over the baseline option. Ho~ever, the steel truss 
structures may well be aesthetically unacceptable. Other aestheti
cally pleasing structures, while not addressed specifically, will 
increase costs. 

N. Cornwell presented a further development of the Douglas-to-Nash• 
alignment alternative 3, which is now very close to the baseline 
but involves a realigned connector road. 

The following course of action was agreed upon: 

o TRANSCAL to review the order-of-magnitude cost estimates for 
Rosecrans/Aviation Bridge to confirm cost differentials. 

o TRANSCAL to identify further alternatives at Rosecrans/Aviation 
to avoid negative .aesthetic impact of a truss bridge. 

o TRANSCAL to try to modify preferred yard access scheme to bring 
required take 0£ USAF property in line with LACTC/US agreement, 
namely, to take a smaller - triangle and to give up equivalent 
area of LACTC property. 

o TRANSCAL to perform a brief, conceptual feasibility study of an 
alternative alignment that follows Douglas to 33rd and enters 
the yard from the west. The study is to examine schedule 
(particularly with respect to a supplemental EIR), cost, and 
pros and cons of further development in lieu of the existing 
Rosecrans and yard access options. 

o TRANSCAL to prepare a briefing for the RCC on May 16 on the 
El Segundo alignment. A meeting to plan for the presentation 
will be held on Thursday, May 5 at 10 a.m.; a separate meeting 
notice will follow. 

DATE: May 4. 1988 



Transit Consultants of Southern California 
CENT~RY · EL SEGUNDO RAIL TRANSIT PROJECT 

NO. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
PAGE 3 OF 3 

o TRANSCAL to continue PE on the Douglash-to-Nash segment with 
the additional criterion that the design shall not preclude a 
future station west of Douglas just north of the curve·onto 
Nash. In particular, the two single crossovers in that 
location must be replaced by a double crossover to the east, 
and the curve near Douglas must be made sharper to al~ow enough 
tangent for a station. 

DATE: May 4, 1988 
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Transit Consultants of Southern California 

memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

Gabor I. Farkasfalvy 

Norwalk-El Segundo Rail Transit Project 

DATE 05/19/88 

FILE NO. 

Cost study for Alternate Alignment from Douglas Station 
on Douglas to 33rd Street to Aviation Boulevard 

Per your request of May 2, 1988 we have prepared the following 
Order-of-Magnitude estimate based on 3600 LF of double track 
elevated guideway alternate vs 2600 LF of double rack guideway 
including LRT bridge at Rosecrans Avenue. Estimate is based on 
verbal information received from you and field trip observa
tion. 

l. New location of Douglas Street Station in alternate 
alignment will have additional length of pedestrian 
overpass to station from parking lot. 

2. Elevated guideway 3600 LF will run in middle of Doug
las Street to avoid major utility relocations. 

3. Minor demolition and repair of street needed at the 
guideway support. 

4. Trackwork to be direct fixation. 

5. Existing street and sidewalk repair will be replaced 
only at new guideway foundation. 

Cost estimate is in current, May 1988, dollars and excludes 
services, right-of-way acquisition costs, escalation and project 
reserve. 

If you have any questions or comments, please advise. Q . 
Gabor arkasfalvy, 
Chief Estimator 

GIF:lrp 

cc: F. Doucedame 
M. Marlin 
G. Suranyi 
B. Valley 
Central Records Center/2 
Project Control Files 



COST STUDY FOR IUERNATE 1Ll61t£NT llWiUlS STATl!ll/3JRD ST/ IIYIAT, 

ILISEIENT! DESCRIPTl!ll 

TIW. I..ENlTH 3760 L,F, 

ELEVATED ms L.F, 
BASE LIi£! 

AT GRADE 1100 L.F 
BRIDGE l!50 L,F. 
RETAltED SECTl!ll 935 L.F. 

llEllJ : LITTLE 
UTI. RELOC: MltllR l»I tllRTH 

! IIAJOR Ill SOUTH 
NEW LRT BRIDGE 

! EXIST RR BRIDGE TO REWIIN 
! TRCKlllRK: DIRECT FIX/BILLESTED! 

EXIST RR RELOCATl!li 
STSTl!li: C(H)T[lj AT 6RAllE 
DllB..AS B..EVATED 

ILTERNATE! f9TIL LOOTH 3775 L.F. 

OOLG..AS/ 
TO 33RD/ 
AVIATl!li 

B..EVATED 3775 L.F. 
AT SHADE 00 L. F 
llEllJ I MEDI~ CIIC. 151.ml) 

STREET LT6. FUT. TREES.CABLES 
UT!. RELOC :MINOR AT FT6S. 

EXIST RR BRlllSE TO REMAIN 
TRCKll!RK: DIRECT FIXATl!li 
EX1 ST RR REIIA I NS 
STATl[lj: 3~r.-l B..EVATED/ 
SIDE PLATFORM 
OOLG..AS STAT. B..EVATED/ 
SIDE PLATFORM 

llEllJ 
T~.~. 

um. 
RELOC. 

$2601 000 ! SI, 702,000 

$388,500 f2",ooo 

Notes:- Exclude Right Of llay1 escalation, engineering fees 

RETAltED 
SECTl!li 

B..EVATED 
SECTl!li 

AT 6RADE 
SECTl!li 

BRIDGE 
IIIRK 

w.101000 ! S2,:io.1000 ! s2,,ooo ! s21 1'SO,ooo 

$0 ! $6, 476, 000 ! $0 $0 

!, - TROO</ 
SPEC. TROO< 

ATSF RAIL! 
RELOCATIO! 

SI, 386,000 ! $5201000 

$1 18001 000 $0 

STATl[lj 
llllOCT 

$0 

SUBTOTIL 

sa,e%,OOO 

Sl,l!501000 ! $101 158,500 

TOTll. II/ 
O.H.P, 

Sil, 120,000 

$12,698,125 

TOTll./ II 
corr. 

$l3,J-H,000 

DELTA 

$0 

$15,2371 750 !$1 1893, 750 

Re-v,·seJ 27-tv\c~ -1S8 



Myra L. Frank & Associates -----------------

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

MEMORANDUM 

Diane Kravif, ~r~ 

Joan A. Kugler 

Date: May 25, 1988 

Environmental Documentation for Route Refinement 

This memo is to formalize the comments regarding the Douglas Street Alternative 
Alignment made by Myra Frank at the Wednesday May 18 meeting. Based on our 
field survey of the area and the facts of the proposed design as presented at 
the meeting, we would recommend that a Negative Declaration for this change be 
prepared and circulated. 

The change in the alignment to Douglas seems to result in fewer adverse 
environmental effects than the original route proposed and analysed in the EIR. 
This is particularly true in the area of the Rosecrans/Aviation Bridge where, 
with the changes in bridge design being contemplated, there would be additional 
significant adverse effects in the areas of aesthetics and noise. We recommend 
preparing a Negative Declaration for this change. The document will have a 30 -
day public review period which will serve notice to all concerned that this 
change may be made by the Commission. Using a Negative Declaration rather than 
a subsequent or supplemental EIR will also make it clear to the public that 
there do not seem to be any adverse effects with this proposed change. 

cc: Barbara Wilson, Transcal 
Myra L. Frank. MFA 
Lee J. Lisecki, MFA 

403 West 8th Street, Suite 801, Los Angeles, California 90014 Phone: (213) 627 5376 
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To: 

From: 

Subject: 

D. Kravi r J 
J. v,neJi,u 
Norwalk - El Segundo Rail 
Rosecrans f:1erial Decision 
Schedt.tl e Impact f:1nal ysi s 

26 May 1988 

Transit Pro~Ject 

Per your request,, I have examined the Rosecrans f:1erial 
f:11ternative alignments for potential schedule impact. 

Decision 

Based on your statement that there will be no slip in 
deliverables!' (Camera Ready mi 1 est one date)!' it is 
that the ROD ror the project wi 11 not be impacted. 

the design 
my judgement 

f:1dditional time and analysis shall 
changes in cons·truction staging 
Rosecrans segment. 

Concurrence: 

J. Taylor 

be required to determine the 
rc,r the construction or the 


